Numerical experiments with the standard map at high values of the stochasticity parameter reveal the existence of simple analytical relations connecting the volume and the dynamical temperature of the chaotic component of the phase space.
Introduction
The standard map is an important object in studies in nonlinear dynamics, mainly because it is often used to describe the local behavior of other more complicated symplectic maps [1, 2, 3] . What is more, it serves as an important independent mechanical and physical paradigm [4, 5] . General properties of the standard map, often in interrelation with those of the separatrix map, Fermi map and other fundamental maps, were considered and studied in detail in [1] - [13] , and many other works.
The standard map is given by the equations y i+1 = y i + K 2π sin(2πx i ) (mod 1),
where K is the so-called stochasticity parameter [1, 2] . In Ref. [10] we studied three major characteristics of the chaotic dynamics of the standard map, namely, the measure µ of the main connected chaotic domain (MCCD), the maximum Lyapunov exponent L of the motion in this domain, and the dynamical entropy h = µL, as functions of the stochasticity parameter K. The perturbations of the domain due to the birth and disintegration of islands of stability, upon variations of K, were considered in particular. By means of extensive numerical experiments, we showed that these perturbations are isentropic, at least approximately: the dynamical entropy follows the smooth dependence h(K) = ln
K 2 , and does not fluctuate about it with changing the stochasticity parameter, while local jumps in µ and L due to the birth and disintegration of regular islands are significant.
On the other hand, recently Baldovin [7] and Baldovin et al. [8] introduced the notion of the "dynamical temperature" for the standard map, defining it as the variance of the momentum:
where the angle brackets signify ensemble average; the constant addend is the normalizing shift, introduced for convenience. This choice of normalization gives T = 0 for the case of the uniform ensemble [7, 8] . Henceforth we use different normalization:
This gives T = 1 for the case of the uniform ensemble. This normalization is used in calculating T in what follows. In practice, the measurement of T is performed by averaging over an iterated trajectory in the chaotic domain, i.e., we assume that the ensemble average is equal to the time average. This is justified in the considered situation, when the regular islands are small and the motion is almost completely ergodic on the phase plane. The relation between ensemble and time averages for low-dimensional symplectic maps in the opposite case of extended borders between chaotic and regular components of the phase space were considered and analyzed in Ref. [7] .
In this paper, we investigate the behavior of two state variables of the MCCD of the phase space of the standard map: namely, the volume µ and the dynamical temperature T , both as functions of the stochasticity parameter K. At moderate values of K (at approximately K < 4), the non-monotonic (spike) variations in µ(K) and T (K) are conditioned by the process of absorption of minor chaotic domains by the MCCD, while K increases; at larger values of K (at approximately K > 4), they are conditioned by the process of birth and disintegration of stability islands. In other words, the perturbations of the chaotic domain at high values of K are due to the birth and disintegration of islands of stability, upon small variations of K. By means of extensive numerical experiments, we show that the variations of µ and T due to this process obey simple analytical relations.
Numerical experiments
The traditional "one trajectory method" (OTM) [1, 2, 14, 10] has been used for calculation of µ. This method consists in computing the number of cells explored by a single trajectory on a grid exposed on the phase plane. A strict but computationally much more expensive approach for measuring µ consists in calculating the values of the coarse-grained area of the chaotic component for a set of various resolutions of the grid, in order to find the asymptotic value of µ at the infinitely fine resolution (see [12] ). In some cases the "LCE segregation method" (LCESM) [1, 2, 14, 10] has been employed for verification of the obtained values of µ. In this method, a numeric criterion is used for separation of the regular and chaotic trajectories. The criterion is provided by an analysis of the differential distribution of the values of the finite-time Lyapunov characteristic exponents (LCEs) computed on a set of trajectories with the starting values randomly generated on the phase plane or specified on a regular grid on the phase plane. In the distribution, the peak corresponding to the regular trajectories is movable: if one increases the LCE computation time, the peak moves to the left on the abscissa axis, because the computed LCEs for the regular trajectories tend to zero; while all the peaks corresponding to the chaotic domains stay immovable, on condition that the computation time is long enough. By increasing the computation time one can make the movable and immovable peaks completely distinct, and in this way determine the "finite-time LCE" value separating the regular and chaotic trajectories for the given computation time. The OTM and LCESM were both proposed and used by Chirikov [1, 2] in computations of µ for the standard map. Analogous methods were used in Ref. [14] in computations of the chaotic domain measure in the Hénon-Heiles problem, and in Ref. [10] for computations of µ for the standard map. A detailed description of the currently used versions of the methods is given in Ref. [10] .
In Figs. 1-4, we present the obtained numerical data on the measure µ and the dynamical temperature T of the MCCD, and their interrelations. Fig. 1 shows µ(K) and T (K) for a perturbation of the MCCD due to the birth and disintegration of the regular islands corresponding to a 2-periodic solution (at K ∈ (11.9, 12.6)) and to an accelerator mode (at K ∈ (12.6, 13.3)). An accelerator mode represents a 1-periodic solution on the torus x, y ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1]. Theoretical ranges in K for the existence of both types of solutions are given in [2] ; the narrow "windows" of their existence follow with the period of 2π in K, and with increasing K they become more and more narrow. In Fig. 2 , the same plots are constructed for a perturbation conditioned by the birth and decay of the islands due to a 4-periodic solution at K ≈ 9.21 ÷ 9.45.
The OTM has been used for calculating µ; the grid is 5000 × 5000 pixels on the square x, y ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1]. The map has been iterated n it = 10 9 times at each value of K. The step in K is equal to 0.005 ( Fig. 1 ) and 0.001 (Fig. 2) . Each value of T has been computed simultaneously with the value of µ for the same trajectory.
No error bars are shown in the Figs. 1 and 2, since the typical errors appear to be rather low. One can estimate them in the following way. Consider first the calculation of µ. The main uncertainty in the measured µ value, at sufficiently long iteration times n it , is conditioned by the resolution of the grid imposed on the phase plane. We designate the number of pixels at each side of the square x, y ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1] by l; so, l = 5000. Consider the model case of a round islet (the choice of geometries is not principal for our estimate by the order of magnitude). The relative uncertainty ε in the measured area of the disk is given approximately by one half of the ratio of the area of the chain of the pixels at the disk border and the disk area S. It is straightforward to show that ε = l −1 (π/S) 1/2 . This is the relative error by which the island area can be overestimated by the OTM. For the accelerator modes the maximum area of one island scales as 0.19K −2 [4] ; so, one has ε ≈ 4Kl −1 . For the accelerator mode in Fig. 1 this formula gives ε ≈ 0.010. This is the relative uncertainty in the measure µ reg of the regular component of the phase space. Hence the absolute uncertainty in µ (in the ordinate in Fig. 1 ) is equal to 2 · 10 −5 ; i.e., the error is smaller than the size of the data point symbols in the Figure. Practically the same error values are derived in the case of the plot in Fig. 2, i. e., in the case of the 4-periodic solution.
In what concerns the errors in calculation of T , they seem to be controlled only by the computation time n it . If one decreases this time, the "noise" appears in the plot: instead of the smooth long-range (in comparison with the step in K) variations, T varies irregularly at each step in K; the amplitude of these irregular one-step variations gives the typical error in the estimation of T . From the fact of the absence of such variations in Figs. 1 and 2 , one concludes that the errors are typically smaller than at least one-half of the distance in µ between each two consecutive points on the plots, i.e., they are insignificant in the given case of n it = 10 9 .
3 Analytical relations between volume and dynamical temperature For all K > 5 the islands are small, i.e., µ is close to 1; this is discussed in detail at the end of this Section. In this context, it clearly follows from Figs. 3 and 4 that the relation
takes place with three different values of the γ constant. Namely, γ = −1 in the case of the 2-periodic solution, γ = 2 for the accelerator mode, and γ = 1/2 for the 4-periodic solution.
Among 320 data points present in Fig. 3 there are 10 (i.e., ≈ 3%) that notably (by more than 0.0005) deviate from the dotted lines given by Eq. (4) with γ = −1 and 2; among 350 data points in Fig. 4 there are 8 (i.e., ≈ 2%) that notably (by more than 0.0002) deviate from the dotted line given by Eq. (4) with γ = 1/2. In other words, the percentage of notable deviations is rather low. The deviating points apparently correspond to those values of K at which secondary resonance chains separate from the outer borders of the islands; these phenomena manifest themselves in the secondary peaks in the curves µ(K) and T (K). In such situations the measuring of both µ and T are subject to additional uncertainties: the thin chaotic layers between the islands and the surrounding resonance chains can be unresolved in the adopted grid of pixels, and, besides, the enhanced sporadic sticking of the chaotic trajectories to the islands may lead to increasing the contribution of the "temperature on the islands" (this notion is considered below) in the total measured temperature value.
Apart from these casual deviations, the sticking phenomenon does not influence the temperature measurements. (This is contrary to the case of the diffusion coefficient, which, as it is well known, diverges in the presence of the accelerator modes, see [2, 4] .) If a trajectory constantly sticks to an accelerator mode island, the temperature tends to the "temperature on the island" value, which is finite, because the temperature (2) and (3) is defined in the factored phase space: y is taken modulo 1.
If one puts Eq. (4) in the form
and integrates, one has
Eqs. (4) and (5) are practically equivalent for any application. At K = 9.24, the MCCD area µ ≈ 0.995; and the values of T given by Eqs. (4) and (5) at this value of µ differ by only 2.5 · 10 −5 . For smaller islands, emerging at greater values of K, the difference is smaller.
We have considered the behavior of the standard map at two definite intervals of K. Now let us look at the problem in a global perspective. In Fig. 5 , the dependences µ(K) and T (K) are presented in a broad range: K ∈ [4, 30] . The values of µ(K) and T (K) are calculated as previously, except that a lower grid resolution (2000 × 2000 pixels) and shorter trajectories (n it = 10 8 ) are used. The step in K is equal to 0.01. The observed µ(K) dependence (Fig. 5) at large values of K, i.e., at K approximately greater than 6, represents the basic line µ = 1 interrupted by periodic sequences of sharp narrow minima whose depth diminishes with K. The most prominent of these sequences correspond to the 2-periodic solutions and accelerator modes (at K m ≈ 2πm; m = 1, 2, . . .) and the 4-periodic solutions (at K m ≈ 2π m + ; m = 1, 2, . . .). The less pronounced sequences of minima correspond to periodic solutions of higher order. The observed minimum values of µ for these three basic cases of periodic solutions agree with the semi-analytical scaling µ reg = 0.38K −2 derived by Chirikov [4] for the maximum area of the accelerator mode islands. The difference is within (1 ÷ 2) · 10 −4 . This agreement verifies the good accuracy of our measurements of µ. Note that recently Giorgilli and Lazutkin [6] rigorously derived the inversely quadratic law of decay with K of the area of the main regular islands, i.e., the islands emerging at K ≈ πn (n = 2, 3, . . .).
The variations with K in the standard map behavior due to the 2-periodic solutions and accelerator modes repeat themselves at m = 2, 3, . . ., only the amplitude of the variations diminish. The same is true for the 4-periodic solutions. So, it is natural to expect that the laws (4) and (5) 
Theoretical explanation
Finally, we consider a tentative explanation for the observed relations (4) and (5) . In Ref. [10] , we showed that the dynamical entropy h = µL, where L is the maximum Lyapunov exponent of the motion in the MCCD, follows the smooth dependence h(K) = ln K 2 + 1 K 2 , and does not fluctuate about it with changing K, while local jumps in µ and L due to the birth and disintegration of regular islands are significant. In other words, the h(K) function normalized by the "long-term" trend ln
K 2 is constant and thus represents an invariant with respect to K. Could a similar invariant be found in the case of the dynamical temperature? Note that the dynamical entropy h = µL is nothing but the maximum Lyapunov exponent averaged over the whole phase space, because the maximum Lyapunov exponent is zero on the islands. Since the dynamical temperature is, generally speaking, non-zero on the islands, an analogous temperature invariant, which is the dynamical temperature averaged over the whole phase space including the chaotic sea and the islands, would have the form Θ = µ sea T sea + µ isles T isles = 1 in our normalization of T . For the sake of clarity we designate µ sea ≡ µ, T sea ≡ T ; µ isles , equal to 1 − µ, is the measure of the islands; T isles is the temperature on the islands, i.e., the quantity (3) calculated for the initial data on the islands. From this equality one has
Comparing Eqs. (4) and (6) with the precision of O(µ 2 isles ), we find
The quantity T isles is determined by the y location of the islands in the phase space. The data on the location of the islands is available in [2] (for the 2-periodic solutions and accelerator modes) and in [1] (for the 4-periodic solutions). The temperature is straightforwardly calculated by Eq. (3), and it has the values: T isles ≈ 0, 3, and 3/2 for the 2-periodic solutions, accelerator modes, and 4-periodic solutions, respectively; i.e., γ ≈ −1, 2, and 1/2, respectively, in accord with our analysis of the plots in Figs. 3 and 4.
Conclusions
Let us summarize the main results. The measure µ of the main connected chaotic domain (MCCD) of the standard map and its dynamical temperature T have been studied as functions of the stochasticity parameter K by means of extensive numerical experiments. The process of the birth and disintegration (upon small variations of K) of the islands of stability inside the chaotic domain result in local variations (spikes) in µ(K) and T (K). It has been shown that the variations of µ and T are connected by certain dependences (4). Since the island areas are small, these dependences are equivalent to power laws (5): T = µ γ , with γ = −1 and 2 for the 2-periodic solutions and accelerator modes respectively and γ = 1/2 for the 4-periodic solutions. It is interesting to note that the value of γ for the 4-periodic solutions is the arithmetic mean of the values for the 2-periodic solutions and accelerator modes.
If the newly found relations are confirmed analytically in a rigorous way, they would provide an efficient instrument for estimating the measure of chaotic domains by means of computing the dynamical temperature. Such a method would be more efficient than the OTM or LCESM, since any direct measurement of µ is a tedious and time-consuming task, subject to a number of uncertainties. The µ(K) and T (K) dependences (dark solid and pale dotted curves, respectively) in a broad range of K. Note the periodic appearance of patterns of similar structure.
